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The Fedora infrastructure is working on replacing our current message bus fedmsg by a new library fedora-messaging
based on AMQP. This is an update on the work currently in progress.
After deploying a RabbitMQ cluster and bridges to duplicate messages from fedmsg to the fedora-messaging and from
fedora-messaging to fedmsg. We are now starting the migration of application to fedora-messaging.
[2]
In Red Hat:

Educating the next generation of technology professionals [3]

The Red Hat Academy program is now available at more than 1,140 academic institutions
around the world, offering top-quality education programs on Red Hat technologies and
helping students learn practical, open source IT skills. Red Hat Academy is an academic
training program designed to help institutions differentiate themselves by providing an
enterprise-ready Linux and open source curriculum. With more than 90 percent of Fortune 500
companies using Red Hat tools and services, Red Hat Academy provides individuals with
opportunities of growth through in-demand content and hands-on labs with flexibility.

Strengthening the power of collaboration: Why Red Hat and Microsoft are extending our partnership[4]

In the nearly four years since our landmark announcement, Red Hat and Microsoft have seen
immense value delivered to our customers, from co-support of hybrid cloud deployments to
waves of upstream innovation for expanded Linux capabilities. We?re pleased to continue this
great work in the years ahead and look forward to helping enterprises harness the power of
open enterprise technologies across the hybrid cloud.
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